
With an MBA, HR certifications and nearly 30 years of domestic and global experience,
Laurel speaks the language of organizations.

She has built functions, led turnarounds and the HR/audit function of M&A activities.
Being data driven aswell as people focused, Laurel knowshow toworkwith leaders to
ensure that all aspects of a decision are brought forward and those in decisionmaking
positions are accountable for the decisions that are made.

Laurel also uses her specialized expertise in risk management, consulting and human
resources to guide individual clients through a customized process to find their WHY
and develop a plan to get to their goal – without losing themselves in the process!

Keynotes
Laurel's Keynotes are ideal for both
professionals and leaders desiring to

excel in their field

Discover What Lights You Up

Lead with Your Heart, Act with Your Head

Build Your Courage Muscle

5BiggestMistakesLeadersMake inHiring&
Retaining Their DreamTeam

The Power of Saying Yes

Speaker • HR Strategist • Professional Career Advisor
MBA • SPHR • SHRM-SCP



WELCOME@LAURELRUTLEDGE.COM  713.303.7947 WWW.LAURELRUTLEDGE.COM

Laurel’sgreatest talent is her ability
authentically engage you through
active listening and questioning as
she constructs personalized and
contextualized supports thatmove
you towards fulfilling your life’s
purpose. ~A. Landrum

Laurel's the person I turn to when I
need honesty, encouragement, and
a deep understanding of an issue
that I'm confronting. ~ L. Panagides

AS SEEN ON

Laurel's insights and direction are
always on target as she coachedme
through a number of job changes,
helping me to stay focused on the
advantages instead of the
difficulties. ~ E. Staunton

Laurel has an innate gift that will sift
through your ideas and
experiences...making them become
actionable goals that you can start to
put into place to excel your career. ~
K. Lawson

Laurel's approach coupled with her
wealth of knowledge and
authenticity helped me visualize my
dream job. What's even better is
understanding how that job meets
my core values and drivers givingme
personal satisfaction. ~H. Bower
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